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I – Archeology of an Information System: The limits of a carrier-

oriented approach

II – Autopsy of a Database : Body(ies), Soul – and the Ghost in the 

Machine

III – Anatomy of an integrated Platform : Building a Knowledge Base

IV – Genealogy of a restoration : Promoting Tranparency



I - Archeology of an Information System

1. FIRST, THERE WAS LAURE



Would address our logistical and storage-related needs, and allow us to 
handle our supply chain, from managing the spaces on our shelves to 
monitoring cans movements. 



Limited information functionalities and features, and a material-oriented 
approach, with the element at the center





All the content-oriented informations, including versions, in the Title(s) plus 
one « Observations » (“Notes”) field



2. THEN, THERE WAS LISE

First intuition of the « Cinematographic Work » and other entities, 
depicted under a three aspects/levels hierarchy : « general
informations » (identification), « informations about the deposits », 
« complementary informations » (material).









II – Autopsy of a Database

When achieved, “Lise” allowed us to adress first, simple version 
issues, such as language.

Here is an example of a record for a French film, French being 
also original language.
Thanks to a system of material-oriented designations, the list of 
the elements we hold for the film shows that some of them are 
the original French-speaking version, while another is a 
« foreign-speaking » version (Version étrangère) – its own record 
indicates that it is actually English (Anglais).









This seems simple and efficient enough, but 
the problem happens to be multiplied when it 
comes to restored versions.

Le Joli Mai, that concentrates length, 
censorship and authorship issues, will help to 
explain how identifying and handling those 
different versions are the limits of the carrier-
oriented approach inherited from « Laure ». 



Le Joli Mai, Chris Marker ; Pierre 
Lhomme, 1963. Restored by CNC (2009).











Elements Designations

Principal types of elements :

BAN : BANDE ANNONCE (exploitation)
BMX : BANDE MÉLANGE (définitive)
CEX : COPIE D'EXPLOITATION (copie standard) = Theatrical
Distribution

CTC : CONTRETYPE COMBINÉ (image noir et blanc + son) = 
Preservation

CTN : CONTRETYPE NÉGATIF (noir et blanc) = Preservation

CTS : CONTRETYPE SON = Preservation

ITN : INTERNÉGATIF (couleur) = Preservation

ITP : INTERPOSITIF (couleur, master) = Preservation

NIM : NÉGATIF IMAGE MUET = Pre release

NSN : NÉGATIF SON = Pre release

PIC : POSITIF INTERMÉDIAIRE SONORE (marron combiné) = 
Preservation

PIM : POSITIF INTERMÉDIAIRE (marron muet) = Preservation

PIO : POSITIF INVERSIBLE ORIGINAL = Preservation

PMU : POSITIF MUET
PSN : POSITIF SON

Other types of elements :

BCM : BANDE CHANT + MUSIQUE
BDL : BANDE DIALOGUE (parole uniquement)
BDR : BANDE DE RÉGLAGE
BDT : BANDE DE DÉTECTION
BEF : BANDE EFFETS
BIT : BANDE INTERNATIONALE
BMU : BANDE MUSIQUE
BPI : BANDE PILOTE
BPM : BANDE DE PRÉMÉLANGE
CHU : CHUTES
DOU : DOUBLES
MAG : SON MAGNÉTIQUE
NCB : NÉGATIF COMBINÉ (image et son)
NTI : NÉGATIF TITRES
OPT : SON OPTIQUE
PID : POSITIF INVERSIBLE DUPLICATUM
PTI : POSITIF TITRES
PTR : POSITIF TRUQUÉ
SMO : SÉLECTION MONOCHROMATIQUE
TR : TRAVAIL
S/T : Version avec sous-titres
SEQ : Séquences additionnelles
VC / VL : Version courte / Version longue = Short Version/Long 
Version



If « Lise » element record can be seen as equivalent to the 
Item, we could probably say that some – most actually – of 
those designations prefigure the Manifestation entity : an 
implicit, unspoken Manifestation so to say, that would be in 
our system’s DNA like a chromosome, present but not 
expressed yet - or the « Ghost in the Machine ».



And that is precisely some of those designations 
that allow us today to determine which version 
of the film the deposited material is linked to. 

Whether it’s the version we restored according 
to the director’s instructions, as you can read it 
as mentioned in the « Note » field of the 
related element/item :





Version courte avec coupes, conforme au 
montage (supervisé par Chris Marker) de la 
copie du Forum des images. Seule version 
autorisée par Chris Marker = Short version, 

Director’s Cut (supervised by Chris Marker) 

consistent with the Forum des Images print. 

Only version authorized by Chris Marker



Or the doubled « native » version that is also 
deposited in Bois d’Arcy, as mentioned in the 
« film record » as it today appears on « Lise’s » 
front office on the internet.







- Tourné en 16 mm, le film a été agrandi, monté et distribué en 35 mm.
- Le commentaire de la version anglaise est dit par Simone Signoret.
= 
- Shot in 16mm, the film has been blowed up, edited and released in 35 

mm.

- English Version commentary said by Simone Signoret



III – Anatomy of an integrated Platform 

AND NOW, THERE IS (WELL, WILL SOON BE) GARANCE

CNC and Cinémathèque française have began the construction of a web 
portal for Film Heritage in France.
The institutions associated in the project are those who already share
CNC’s current « Lise » database for film collections - Cinémathèque 
française, Cinémathèque de Toulouse, Cinémathèque de Grenoble – and 
those already associated in Cinémathèque française’s Ciné-Ressources -
Institut Jean Vigo (Perpignan), Conservatoire régional de l'image de Nancy, 
Archive audiovisuelle de Monaco.

In that perspective, we are also developing a new « back office » system 
that will allow us to manage both film and non-film collections in one 
integrated database, organised in specific but connected datasets. The Film 
Collections dataset implements all of EN 15907 entities.



WORK – Minimum standard

Field Definition Value Mandatory 

Level This field identifies the level in which the record sits within the context of the EN 15907 data structure. Work Yes

Filmographic Category Describes the completeness/granularity of the work. Analytic/Monographic/Serial/

Collection

Yes

Work type Describes the format intended for the Work. Film; TV; Multimedia Yes

Unique Identifier As required by EN 15744. Will eventually be ISAN identifier Yes

Title A word, phrase or group of characters naming the Work [Free text] Yes

Title type Describes the type of title. Original ; Alternative ; Parallel Yes

Language(s) Describes the original language(s) of the moving image, as required by EN 15744. [chosen from list of thesaurus terms]

[0.2 Core elements of description]

Yes

Original Duration/Length In minutes/meters. [0.2 Core elements of description] If available/Yes

Original Format in mm. [0.2 Core elements of description] If available/Yes

Year of Production/release Can be precised (after, before, decade) If applicable

Date of release If available/Yes

Genre Describes the general style of a moving image Work. [chosen from list of thesaurus terms] Yes

Subject Describes the content of a Work. [chosen from list of thesaurus terms] If available/Yes

Country Describes the country/countries of production (based on the locations of the production companies). [chosen from list of thesaurus terms] Yes

Production company/ies Describes the name(s) of the company/companies under whose financial, technical and organisational management a Work is 

conceived.

[chosen from list of thesaurus terms] If available

Synopsis Description of the content of the Work. Free text Yes

Credits Names and functions of persons responsible for the work, i.e. persons behind the camera [linked to Authorities database] If available

Cast Names of persons appearing in front of the cameras [linked to Authorities database] If available

Relationship tab field Definition Mandatory

Part of Records a link to the record one level up in the hierarchy, the “parent” record. This could be the Serial Work or Collection Work. [object number of the parent record] If applicable

Parts Records a link to the record one  or the other level down in the hierarchy, the “child” record. This would normally be the 

Manifestation record, unless the Work has (at least) one Variant : in the case of a restoration, you link the Work to the Variant 

record.

[object number of the child record] If applicable

Related objects Records a link to a record horizontally related to the work, “sibling”.  It is possible to link a Work to other Works and/or to “non 

film” objects  related to the moving image and described in other databases, eg. Stills, Posters & Designs, Special Collections, etc. 

[object number of the “sibling” record] If applicable









Field Definition Value Mandatory 

Level This field identifies the level in which the record sits within the context of the EN 

15907 data structure.

Variant Yes

Unique Identifier Will eventually be V-ISAN identifier Yes

Variant Type Restoration (among other values : Version étrangère, 

Version doublée, Version sous-titrée, Version censurée, 

Version teintée et/ou coloriée, Version courte, Version 

longue…)

Yes

Note on the Variant A word, phrase or group of characters explaining/precising the Variant Type Yes

Language(s) Describes the language(s) of the Variant [thesaurus term] Yes

Duration/Length If available/Yes

Credits Names and functions of persons responsible for the variant ; in that case, persons responsible for the Restoration [linked to Authorities database] If available

Cast Names of persons appearing in front of the cameras (if different from the Work) [linked to Authorities database] If available

VARIANT

The Variant must meet (at least) minimum standard, which is almost the same 
as for the WORK Level, with a few different fields/values (see below) and will 
eventually include V-ISAN ID. 

















IV – Genealogy of a restoration

When the same film has been restored several times along the years, the 
difficulties can be countless. 

With L’Inhumaine, which has given rise to many restorations already, in-house 
or by other operators, that are as many milestones in 40 years of the history of 
our institution, we intend to demonstrate how the Variant entity constitutes 
precisely the answer to those issues.

We shall focus on three different restorations, two by CNC (1978, 1999) and 
one digitally operated by Lobster Films (2015), thanks to a CNC grant, the quid 
pro quo of which is the obligation to deposit an element of the achieved 
restoration – in that case, from  4K film recording.



L’Inhumaine, Marcel L’Herbier, 1928. 
Restored by CNC (1978, 1999) and by 
Lobster Films (2015)



First, back to “Lise”, where can be found one notice for the “Film”, and 
again, a 5 page list of linked elements/items, designated in “Lise’s” own 
“Manifestation compatible” way. 









Here are screenshots of the record of an element – usually, the print – of each 
restoration : the first one, operated in house and coloured according to Jean 
Dreville’s instructions, who was assistant director on the film.





Then, the second CNC restoration, in 20 fps, as mentioned in the 
“Note” field of the print’s record





Last, the Lobster Films digital restoration of a shorter version – please note that 
in this case, the deposited element is a negative.



And now, what can GARANCE (and EN 15907/the CWS) do 

for us ?





















In the process of preparing the data migration from “Lise” to 
Garance, we felt that the Manifestation entity was the most uneasy 
to apprehend, maybe because, as we already saw, our current 
database already embeds this concept – like a stowaway actually, to 
which we had to give explicit existence and official position  in the 
new system. 

So, we had to implement the following operating procedure, in 2 
steps :



Step 1 : complete transposition of all the designations’ combinations (see 
the first 6 columns on the left of the next screenshot) that we were able to 
find in « Lise’s » elements records into Manifestation Types. 

We also took into account whether our elements were nitrate or safety
(acetate or diacetate, acrylic, etc : the « base »), and the « Element type », 
(see the « Nature filmique » column of the next screenshot).

Still, the Manifestation Types as provided by both the CWS and the new 
Cataloguing Manual didn’t seem to be enough to reflect the combinations’ 
diversity. 
So, we had to imagine specifications – precisions - for the Manifestation 
types (see the two white columns on the right of the screenshot) : 





Step 2 : generate in « Lise » a new table called MANIFESTATION, with 
the following fields, to extrapolate the Manifestation each element 
should be linked in the next database :

MNF_ID
OEU_ID
ELT_ID
TYPE_MANIFESTATION

PRECISION_TYPE

For L’Inhumaine, this was the result, with the ID number of 
each element record  in the first column of the next screenshot





Although we were – and still are – convinced that CWS’s four 
levels for description match the life cycle of the film, before 
and after it enters the collections of a Film Archive, we 
encountered many difficulties while adapting this architecture 
to fit a complex computer model. 

For example, in the first deliveries of our new system, the 
hierarchy browser  used to display all available Manifestations 
and Variants randomly, without discrimination, as in the 
following example :





From an IT point of view, it would be only logical, as all those records 
were to be considered as « Children » of the same « Mother », the Work’s
record. 

Since the French word for “record” – la notice – is feminine, the question 
expressed in this way : should the Variant record be just another Work’s 
« daughter », and be shown at the same level than the Manifestation by 
the hierarchical browser ? We thought it would be factor of confusion for 
the cataloguers, and wanted it fixed. 

Therefore, we thought of a scene in a quite famous film, that would 
maybe explain what the nature of the problem was. We call that episode 
« The Chinatown Controversy ».



The metaphor made a point ; yes, the Variant is a child – a 
daughter – of the Work, but in a way, it is also its sister – a 
younger one, most of the time, but not always.

Both our level of requirement and our dedication have paid, 
and we managed to build the proper relationships between 
entities that will allow the hierarchical browser to look 
like/work as expected in a first place : a real 4 properly 
differentiated-level-structure.















In memory of our colleague and 
friend Ronny Loewy (1946-
2012).


